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By: Dave Wiatrowski, bigboredave@yahoo.com News and event information welcomed.

Newsletter changes, it was voted on at the last meeting to mail the Club Newsletter quarterly and post it
monthly on the website with copies being available at the club for pickup. This is an ongoing trial to cut
some costs at the club and still service the membership, let us know your thoughts.

Action Pistol continues on Wednesday night’s starting at 6:30 p.m., we had a Stubbie night last month
(hold the comments!) that was quite interesting and fun. Some of the fellows have asked if we can shoot
some reactive inside, hell yes we can! If there is anything else you folks would like let us know. We will
be going outside most likely by months end for more IDPA scenarios, Steel re -actives, Bowling Pins and
of course the frustrating balloon shoot. Come out and give it a try, the guys have fun and are not
serious, they even put up with me.

Sunday Clays have started this season, so come out and shoot a few rounds of trap or

sporting clays.
The crew is there and started by 10:00a.m. and it is generally up to the shooters which type of clays or
both they would care to shoot.

Rifle Matches are being held on the
4th Sunday of the month at 12:00 Noon on the Lower Rifle Range,
th
this months match will be on the 25 . Dust off that military style rifle for Scott’s own little Rattle Battle.

CCW classes has been scheduled for May 24th and 25th according to Dan Hosier, he can be contacted at
the club or by email hozy59@comcast.net.

Wild Game Dinner/Fish Fry had a nice turn out with no one going away hungry.

There was quite an
assortment of game dishes, plenty of fish and desserts to die for. For those of you who did not attend you
missed a delicious evening. A big thank you to Jim Emenhiser, Laverne Hosier, Dave Obrecht and Dan
Hosier for all the help and making the evening possible.

There has been discussion and a list of priorities developed for the Club Building repairs that need to be
made starting with the roof eaves, window replacement, furnace and storage. If you think you can assist
with any of these in anyway please the board know.
Craig Lewis has procured a number of steel frames to be used by the club, I know Craig has a idea for
some and there are other thoughts floating around, pin tables, etc. If you can help make the thoughts a
reality please let the board know. And by the way thanks for thinking of the club with these and the
vending machine which is being cleaned and readied for use.

Club nights are the 4th Thursday and 2nd Friday of the month, for those who are interested in a little
cards and conversation. Bring your beverage and snacks and of course clean the change off your dresser.
It’s a fun night.

Next Membe rship Meeting will be May 12th at 7:00p.m.
"As to the species of exercise, I advise the gun. While this gives [only] moderate exercise to the body, it gives boldness,
enterprise, and independence to the mind. Games played with the ball and others of that nature, are too violent for the
body and stamp no character on the mind. Let your gun, therefore, be the constant companion to your walks." -- Thomas
Jefferson, writing to his teenaged nephew.

